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WELCOME MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
“There was a star danced, and under that I was born.” 
Beatrice, Much Ado About Nothing, Act 2 Scene 1

“I know we shall have revelling tonight.” 
Don Pedro, Much Ado About Nothing, Act 1 Scene 1

2019 has been a year of enjoyable extremes for QSE – from the rambunctious revelry of 
our mainstage production, Henry IV Part 1, to magical performances of The Tempest by the 
participants of the inaugural Women’s Prison Project, to the high drama of our creative 
development of the new work The Tragedy of Socrates. 2020 promises to be another year of 
exciting firsts and continued growth for QSE, and we are looking forward to sharing it all  
with you!

2020 will see the introduction of Express Macbeth to the Shakespeare’s Shorts program, as 
well as extended availability throughout the school year. Introduce your English and Drama 
classes to the plot, characters, and language of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies in hilarious 
shortened form!

Super popular with school groups, we will once again be offering several 6:30pm 
performances of our mainstage production, Much Ado About Nothing, each followed  
by a Q & A session.

In 2020, we will continue to offer our core In-School workshops in our specialty areas of voice, 
classical text, and forum theatre, as well as to extend our tailored residency program. Our 
professional artist-facilitators are looking forward to working with your students!

If you are looking to start the year with some practical skill refreshers, don’t miss our ever-
popular Linklater voice-training weekends, as well as our Speaking Shakespeare in Your 
Own Voice weekend. And we’ve packed the June/July holidays with additional training 
opportunities, with our Young Actor’s Shakespeare Intensive for teens, and for teachers 
interested in professional development in Forum Theatre, we’ve got a week of Theatre of the 
Oppressed training.

Whether it be onstage, through training, workshops or community initiatives, QSE 
is so inspired by the students and groups we work with. We are delighted to be a 
part of such an engaging and passionate community and very much appreciate the                                  
dialogue we have with you, as we strive to make new connections 
and develop programmes that give voice to all involved. So, it is 
with thanks that we present our 2020 Season – we look forward 
to playing with you!

Love, 

QSE

Resistance to the system is itself a part of the system.
One of Shakespeare’s best-loved comedies, Much Ado About Nothing explores the absurdity of 
gender roles and social gender-based expectations, concealing a hard and ugly truth in its festive 
gaiety. The play juxtaposes the ‘much ado’ made about chastity and fidelity in the conventional 
young love of Hero and Claudio with an inevitable collision of the older hardened Beatrice and 
Benedick, whose cynicism about romance is revealed as defensiveness and posturing, ‘much 
[more] ado’. Their unconventional relationship is revealed to be as much bound by expectation 
and gender roles as is Hero and Claudio’s conventional one.

Much Ado About Nothing will be directed by QSE Artistic Director Rob Pensalfini (Hamlet, Twelfth 
Night, A Midsummer Night’s Dream) and feature some of QSE’s best-loved actors and, of course, a 
live band.

Tickets: ...................$25 for groups of 10 and over (+1 teacher comp per 10 students)

Q&A: .......................20 mins.  Available on request after each show (excluding previews and Gala) 

Resources: ............School bookings for Much Ado About Nothing come with a Teacher’s Resource Kit, 
compiled by QSE’s Education Manager. This will be available 3 weeks prior to the production.

For further info or to make a group booking, please contact:  
education@qldshakespeare.org

http://education@qldshakespeare.org


WHY CHOOSE QSE ? SHAKESPEARE’S SHORTS
OUR TEAM
QSE is an artist-run company – that means the actors not only perform in our productions, but they 
also run the day to day business of QSE!  The team we send to your school are members of our Core 
Ensemble who perform in our mainstage production every year, with extensive experience not only in 
speaking Shakespeare’s text, but also in performing for schools and facilitating workshops.

ORIGINAL TEXTS
Our actors are specially trained in Classic text so there’s no need to modernise! We can deliver 
Shakespeare’s brilliant language in our own voices, and with clarity, so that these universal stories still 
connect, entertain and enthral.

ENSEMBLE
Our Shakespeare’s Shorts productions have a cast of 4 to 5 actors, which together with our travelling 
set and detailed costumes and props, give the feel of a full production while providing an energetic, 
jam-packed short version of Shakespeare’s classics.

AUTHENTIC
Just as we run our company, QSE performs much in the way that Shakespeare’s players did in his day.  
Rather than depending on modern audio/visual support, we speak in our own voices, engage directly 
with the audience and incorporate comedy, music and action.  Our actors are all voice trained, so 
microphones are not necessary – and rather than bright lights, we prefer to see our audiences and 
create a shared experience.

MUSIC AND ACTION
Our actors are trained in stage combat, and revel in the swordplay found in our Shorts productions. 
Our Core Ensemble also includes a number of musicians who compose original music for both Shorts 
and Mainstage shows. We guarantee you’ll leave Half-Hour Hamlet singing the super-catchy ‘To Be Or 
Not To Be’.

SKILL SHARING
QSE delivers fun, practical and engaging workshops designed to suit your students’ interests, needs 
and timeframes.  As well as Speaking Classical Text, we offer workshops in Voice, Improvisation, Forum 
Theatre and Theatre of the Oppressed.

“Brevity is the soul of wit!” 
Polonius, Hamlet, Act 1 Scene 2

Delivered with QSE’s trademark clarity and accessibility, these fast, funny versions of 
the original scripts are the perfect way to introduce your students to the language, 
characters and themes of Shakespeare’s plays. 

Half-Hour Hamlet

This highly physical production takes out all the  
procrastination - the tragedy is performed in 20 minutes,  
then in 7 minutes, and again in just 3.  

ACTION plus Q & A
40mins

GRADES
7 - 12

ACTORS
5 MUSIC /

DANCE

ACTION plus Q & A
40mins

GRADES
7 - 12

ACTORS
4

ACTION plus Q & A
40mins

GRADES
9 - 12

ACTORS
4

Express Macbeth

This pacey performance spins the murder, betrayal  
and madness of the Scottish Play into a tale of fun,  
frivolity and... well, madness!

Instant Romeo & Juliet

This lively show turns the tragedy of the star-crossed  
lovers into a high-paced comedy with plenty of  
wooden-sword-buckling!



Shakespeare’s Shorts are available throughout the year on demand. 

For bookings and further information, contact: shakespeareshorts@qldshakespeare.org

“The fast action kept the audience entertained and even if people didn’t know the full story of Romeo & 
Juliet, they would’ve picked it up pretty quickly.” 
- Sheryl Gwyther, Author of Sweet Adversity

“What I like most is the way in which QSE removes the pretentiousness sometimes associated with 
Shakespeare and performs it in true Elizabethan style.” 
- Luke Vanni, St. Patrick’s College, Shorncliffe

“I loved the pace – fast!  Everyone had a ball – both Shakespeare lovers and those that either disliked or 
didn’t know his plays. There was much laughter, especially in the encores!!” 
- Greg Vickery, The Brisbane Club

“We enjoyed the production and know that the students will get a lot from it.  They found it enjoyable, 
especially the comic element.  Getting students up on stage was different!” 
- Pauline Donaldson, St. Peter’s Lutheran

Enhance your Shakespeare’s Shorts experience 
by including a MASTERCLASS!  

Masterclasses provide students with the opportunity to hone their craft and engage with the chosen 
text by exploring a selection of our training and rehearsal techniques and processes.  These can be 
presented before or after the performance and are delivered by the whole cast – ensuring an excep-
tionally high actor-to-student ratio.                   

IN-SCHOOL WORKSHOPS
“O, while you live, tell truth” 
Hotspur, Henry IV, Part 1, Act 3 Scene 1

Free Your Voice

A responsive, clear, and flexible voice is our most powerful ally in expressing and communicating our 
thoughts and feelings, onstage and elsewhere in our lives. This workshop introduces students to the 
basic principles and exercises used by thousands of actors around the world to prepare their voices to 
communicate with nuance, clarity, power and freedom. 

In ninety minutes, we will explore:

 • the connection between impulse, breath, and voice
 • freeing the voice of habitual tension
 • resonance and range, increasing expressive potential
 • articulation and clarity of thought

This workshop is based on the Linklater method, aka Freeing the Natural Voice, in which all QSE 
company members are trained by one of only two Designated Linklater Teachers in Queensland.

Forum Theatre / Theatre of the Oppressed

Theatre of the Oppressed, and Forum Theatre in particular, is used all over the world to transform the 
theatre in to a community brainstorming session, in which audience members are not passive, but are 
invited to directly engage in a dramatized situation of oppression in order to change the outcomes.
This workshop, led by artists who have used the methodology in a variety of contexts including 
prisons, community centres, and schools, teaches the building blocks of Forum Theatre through direct 
experience. It covers:
 • oppression and systems of oppression (explored theatrically)
 • conscientisation
 • image theatre
 • protagonist and antagonist
 • transformation of oppression
 • lightning forum 

For advanced groups, QSE can offer Artist-in-Residence programs in which we facilitate the creation 
and performance of a Forum Theatre piece.

Teacher’s Resource Kits are also available on request.

OUR PERFORMANCES FEATURE:
 -  Professional Actors from QSE’s Core Ensemble      
 -  Music from QSE’s Actor/Musicians
 -  QSE’s clarity of text                                                     
 -  Voice-trained performers – no mics required 
 -  Audience interaction
 -  Post-show Q & A with the cast

http://shakespeareshorts@qldshakespeare.org


Understanding Shakespeare 

The key to understanding Shakespeare is the context in which his plays were written. They were 
written to be embodied, not read, and an understanding of several key implications of this can bring 
illumination and joy to your encounter with Shakespeare’s words.
In this workshop we will explore:
 • embodied language
 • direct address and meta-theatricality
 • the nature of dramatic verse
 • stage directions and clues in the text

Acting Shakespeare 

Contemporary actors tend to approach Shakespeare with either fear or reverence, both of which put 
the text and character outside the actor. QSE approaches Shakespeare by immersing ourselves in the 
sounds, images, and rhythms and allowing the text to resonate with us, here, now.
In this workshop we explore:
 • literalising the images
 • embodying the text fully
 • connecting to the need through the words
 • rhythm and sound of the words

Advanced workshops focusing on specific texts or on speaking verse are also available.

WHY BOOK WITH QSE:
 • Facilitated by QSE Core Ensemble members who are both professional actors and  
   experienced teaching artists 
 • Facilitators are experts in the fields of voice, Shakespearean Text, and Forum Theatre
 • Workshops investigate tried and tested curriculum to intensively deliver skills your  
   students can utilise in Forming, Presenting and Responding work
 • Residencies can be tailored to your students’ needs and interests; this program  
   can range from a 3-hour advanced skills master-class to extended residencies with  
   performance  outcomes.

For further information and bookings, contact:  
education@qldshakespeare.org

QSE TRAINING
“Let me be that I am and seek not to alter me” 
Don John, Much Ado About Nothing, Act 1 Scene 3

FOR STUDENTS

YOUNG ACTORS SHAKESPEARE INTENSIVE (YASI)
Become a QSE actor for the holidays!

Young actors are invited to train as an ensemble in a collaborative environment exploring Shakespeare’s 
works through exercises and techniques utilized by QSE’s Core Ensemble. 
YASI will be delivered over four days by actors, directors and facilitators and actors from QSE’s Core 
Ensemble and will conclude with a showcase on Friday night for friends and family. 

“YASI is one of the greatest things that happen to me in a year.”
- Kailan, 2017

“I wish I could go to a QSE workshop after school, once a week, every term! I had such a great time and 
really grew as a performer.”
- YASI Participant, 2016

When:  9.30am–4.30pm | Tues 7th– Fri 10th July 2020 
Price: $350 (early bird price) Grades: 7 – 12

FOR TEACHERS
Linklater Voice Training 

LINKLATER VOICE 1 
The Linklater Voice Progression is one of the most popular and comprehensive methods for 
strengthening and toning the speaking voice worldwide. Linklater 1 offers an introduction 
to the Linklater technique for those with no previous experience.  This two-day intensive 
explores connection to breath and vibration, and exercises for releasing tension and increasing 
resonance. It is highly recommended for teachers’ development of their own vocal practice, and 
for Drama teachers’ consolidation of voice skills relevant to students’ Presenting work.

When: 9–5pm | Sat 8th– Sun 9th Feb 2020

http://education@qldshakespeare.org


THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED WORKSHOP

QSE’s workshop includes fun, energetic, practical group exercises and forms (including Image Theatre, 
Forum Theatre, Rainbow of Desire, Cop-in-the-Head and other Games for Actors and Non-actors); plus 
opportunities to practise Jokering and participatory discussions of TO history, philosophy and pedagogy. 

The workshop is led by QSE Artistic Director Dr Rob Pensalfini, who is an experienced Joker (Theatre of 
the Oppressed facilitator). He has utilised this work with teachers’ organisations, primary and secondary 
schools, universities, community organisations and in prisons in both Australia and the USA. Rob has 
worked with leading Theatre of the Oppressed practitioners from around the world, including Brent Blair, 
Julian Boal, and Barbara Santos. Together, Rob and Brent pioneered the renowned Shakespeare Prison 
Project in 2006, Australia’s first Prison Shakespeare initiative. 

When:  9am-5pm | Mon 29th June -Fri 3rd July 2020 
Price: $395 (early bird price)

“As a director/teacher, working with games refreshed my ‘toolbox’ by increasing my repertoire of useful 
exercises.”
- Avril, 2016

All training courses held at The University of Queensland. 
For further information and bookings, contact: training@qldshakespeare.org

For more info on our Training Scholarships visit: 
qldshakespeare.org/scholarships.html

PRICING AND PACKAGES
SHAKESPEARE’S SHORTS

QSE IN-SCHOOL WORKSHOPS

* plus travel fee for any venues outside of Brisbane
Shakespeare’s Shorts performances and In-School Workshops are available on demand throughout the 
year. 

To make a booking, please fill out a Booking Request Form at:
Shakespeare’s Shorts performances - www.qldshakespeare.org/shorts.html

QSE In-School Workshops - www.qldshakespeare.org/education_school_workshops.html

PRODUCTION / PACKAGE INCLUDES PRICE*

1 SHOW 
• Half-Hour Hamlet
• Express Macbeth 
• Instant Romeo and Juliet

Post-show Q & A $950 for up to 150 students
plus $6.50 each up to 300 students

2 SHOWS / SAME DAY Post-show Q & A
25% discount off the second 
show

$1662.50 for up to 150 students
plus $6.50 each  
up to 300 students

2 SHOWS / DIFFERENT DAYS Post-show Q & A
15% discount off the second 
show

$1757.50 for up to 150 students
plus $6.50 each 
up to 300 students

TRAINING PROGRAMMES INCLUDES PRICE*

Masterclass 
(Shakespeare’s Shorts Add-on)

Running time: 1 hour
4 – 5 facilitators

$345  Max participants: 30

Workshops:  
• Freeing the Voice
• Forum Theatre & Theatre of                  
  the Oppressed
• Understanding Shakespeare
• Acting Shakespeare

Running time: up to 90 minutes
2 facilitators

$295 for up to 20 students; 
$15 per additional student 
Max participants: 30

Artist-in-Residence:
• Skills masterclasses
• Tailored programs
• Performance outcomes

Running time: 3 hours
1 facilitator

$495 + $100 per additional teach-
ing hour
Max participants: 20

LINKLATER VOICE 2
  
Open to those who have recently participated in Linklater Voice I. Continuing with releasing habitual ten-
sion and increasing resonance, this two-day intensive explores articulation, clarity of thought and focuses 
on keeping a connection to breath, thought and psychophysical sensation. This course consolidates and 
extends on skills learnt in Linklater 1.

When: 9am–5pm | Sat 15th–Sun 16th Feb 2020
Price:  $210 or LINK 1 & 2 back-to-back special $370 (early bird prices)
QSE’s Linklater Voice Training is delivered by Designated Linklater Teacher (DLT), Rob Pensalfini, Associate 
Professor in Linguistics and Drama at the University of Qld, and Artistic Director of QSE.

“I liked the mix of practical exercises and theory.  I came away feeling refreshed and reconnected with my 
own body and have some concrete skills I can work with with my own students.” 
- Angela Campbell, 2019 

http://training@qldshakespeare.org
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